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About This Game

 Advise the Monarch to attack, defend, improve relations, and invest.

 Over 200+ conquerable locations.

 Compete with the royal court for the trust of your Monarch.

 Use agents to perform blackmail, sabotage, assassination, theft.

 Unleash poisons and plagues upon your enemies.

 Build taverns, inns, brothels and more to help fuel your ventures.

 Investigate kingdom histories and try to uncover the secrets of the past.

 Combat the elements with seasons and random events like storms and volcanic eruptions.

 All players & AI take their turn at the same time in secret. No traditional Round Robin system here.

Tales of a Spymaster is a turn-based strategy game taking place within the fictional land of Elas, where 8 kingdoms vie for
control, and the time has come for you to play the part of the trusted right-hand as you take on the mantle of Spymaster.
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As the Spymaster, you must maintain the trust and good favour of your monarch, allowing you to influence their choices and
guide them to victory. It is up to you to make the correct choices, when to be bold by raiding and attacking your enemies, and
when to exercise caution, by bolstering defences or favouring diplomatic relations. But be wary, for poor advice leads to
mistrust meaning future advice could go unheeded at a time where it is imperative. Your monarch will turn to the other
members of the court if they have to, who could even be under the influence of a rival Spymaster.

If information is power, then money is the key to unlocking it, so you can construct Brothels, Inns, Taverns and more in order to
grease the wheels of espionage and fund your enterprises, but still, that will not be enough to ensure victory. The very best
Spymasters know how to effectively use all of the assets at their disposal, so assassins, mercenaries, saboteurs, spies, and the
subtle dispatch of misinformation all have parts to play in your counter-espionage efforts. Use them wisely.

Using population growth algorithms which take into account factors like age, gender, seasonal sickness, accidents, conscription
and others, Tales of a Spymaster brings layers of complexity to a game world and how it affects your endeavours. For example,
a heavy loss in a poorly chosen battle could be far more costly in the long run as it will mean population growth will shrink due
to a new absence of appropriately aged men. A wise Spymaster knows that advising your Monarch to go to war should always be
a last resort.

Remember, trust is of utmost importance, for all among the Royal court have their price. Whether clergy, nobility, military,
many can be bought and bring downfall from within if given the chance. Root out these weeds before they can eat away at the
foundation of your royal house and deal with them. Show them the price of betrayal, or blackmail them and use them against
those that turned them.

If all else fails, you can even dabble in darker things like experimental poisons and virulent plagues, but take great care in
dealing with such maleficence and always remember that a ruler with nobody to rule, is no ruler at all.

Tales of a Spymaster will continue development long after initial release upon Steam Early Access and with your support, we
shall keep releasing FREE add-ons for the game. We are currently looking at the following areas to extend.

 Religion.

 Banking.

 Historical elements - Funding expeditions, archaeological digs, & artifact discovery.

 Pirates and Rebels.

 Guilds.

 Black-market.

 Important people like heroes and inventors.

 Steam Cards, Achievements, Cloud save integration.

If you have ideas of features you would like to see, then feel free to reach out! 7ad7b8b382 
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Title: Tales of a Spymaster
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Gerard Morris
Publisher:
Gerard Morris
Release Date: 17 May, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Turkish,Traditional Chinese,Polish
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The bugs are gamebreaking, the AI is stupid, the gameplay gets stale quickly. Has a long way to go.. I don't know where to begin
on this, it feels like it could be great. Really great. Working as a spy earning trust through your victories, while hiding away and
pulling the strings from the back!

.......................but its hard to play at the moment. You can only watch one battle really while turns are moving, so even if 161
armies are moving, i can only see like 2 or 3 of em. Frustrating when you are attacked at multiple sides, with no clue whats
going on till you check the carnage. also it pans so slowly.... and you cant zoom out!!!!!! and if a small bit of blackness is
protruding on your map it will stop your camera, so i have to reverse pan. go to the side and then forwards. Also the reports
suck. can i please have a button that takes me to the unread notifications? they don't grey out or anything. often i stop using the
reports entirely because its too much random junk i don't care about. pages of junk.

For me its clunky, but i like the game play so i deal with it for now. back to my people!

( I would love a minimap with more detail! easier to click and zoom to locations!!!). Updated Review:
A lot of interesting history reference, you are playing as an advisor to a leader which is a nice twist and a solid tutorial. Been
playing it all morning and I am going to have to create a new game now I think. I kept advising war, now a plague has broken out
in my kingdom and I am running out of people so the armies are shrinking and tax collection is tiny. It does not help the king
does not trust me now. I may try not to be so aggressive in my next game! This game is rather tricky!
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